Probing hydrophobic interactions using trajectories of amphiphilic molecules at a hydrophobic/water interface.
Individual molecules of fluorophore-labeled alkanoic acids with various chain lengths, BODIPY-(CH(2))(n)-COOH (abbreviated as fl-Cn), were observed to adsorb and move at the methylated fused silica-water interface as a function of temperature using total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy. The statistical analysis of squared-displacement distributions indicated that the molecular trajectories were consistent with a diffusive model involving two intertwined modes. The slower mode, typically responsible for <50% of the molecular diffusion time, had a diffusion coefficient of <0.005 mum(2)/s and could not be distinguished from the apparent motions of immobilized molecules because of the limitations of experimental resolution. The faster mode exhibited diffusion coefficients that increased with temperature for all chain lengths, permitting an Arrhenius analysis. Both the effective activation energies and kinetic prefactors associated with the fast-mode diffusion coefficients increased systematically with chain length for fl-C2 through fl-C10; however, fl-C15 did not follow this trend but instead exhibited anomalously small values of both parameters. These observations were considered in the context of hydrophobic interactions between the adsorbate molecules and the methylated surface in the presence of water. Specifically, it was hypothesized that fl-C2, fl-C4, and fl-C10 adopted primarily extended molecular conformations on the hydrophobic surface. The increases in activation energy and entropy with chain length for these molecules are consistent with a picture of the transition state in which the molecule partially detaches from the surface and exhibits greater conformational freedom. In contrast, the small activation energy and entropy for fl-C15 are consistent with a scenario in which the surface-bound molecule adopts a compact/globular conformation with limited surface contact and conformational flexibility.